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Letter-to-sound relationships in English 

Task 1: The sound symbols at the beginning of the lines indicate how the highlighted letters are 

regularly pronounced. If there is one in a line, circle the odd word out (the one in which the highlighted 

part is not pronounced according to the rule). 

1. /h/ human, honest, habit, humble, honey 6. /aʊ/ allow, brown, cow, how, show 

2. /w/ whatever, when, who, which, white 7. /aɪ/ emphasise, exciting, wizard, shine, time 

3. /dʒ/ jewellery, jellyfish, project, joke, pyjamas 8. /ɔː/ audio, laugh, pause, launch, trauma 

4. /tʃ/ chocolate, achieve, chaos, change, lunch 9. /ɔː/ according, world, horse, organise, normal 

5. /s/ safety, seafood, select, symbol, sugar 10. /ɜː/ circle, thirty, first, confirm, bird 

Task 2: Based on the rules established in Task 1, how do you think the following non-existent words 

would be pronounced? 

lirp taum jenk whem clort 

sime pown chipe aject hirch 
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